
L i s A  G r o s s mA n  Kansas-based painter and printmaker lisa Grossman’s work focuses on the grass-

lands, open spaces and prairies of eastern Kansas and the Kansas river valley. originally from pennsylvania, Grossman moved to 

missouri to work as an illustrator at Hallmark. she began plein air painting in earnest when she discovered the tallgrass prairies of 

east-central Kansas. “my initial encounter with the grasslands was exhilarating,” Grossman says. she left Hallmark in 1995 to pursue 

painting full time. of her wide-open surroundings, she says, “The space allows room for breathing and slowing down, reflection and 

deeper thinking, but also a sense of vulnerability, humility, a healthy sense of our smallness on this planet—a more appropriate scale 

of human to planet.”

Q&Awhat inspired this painting?
since i first set eyes on the Flint hills tallgrass prairies of east-central Kansas i’ve been deeply moved by their quiet 

drama. prairies lack the obvious grandeur of mountain ranges, red rock canyons or the ocean. it’s a quieter, more 

subtle beauty that comes to some slowly, but it is undeniably powerful. i developed a passion for the prairie 

that’s fueled my imagination and sustained my vocation for twenty-some years now. Until i encountered these 

grasslands, i didn’t realize i hadn’t been seeing the horizon. there’s a feeling of timelessness here—a strength and 

resilience, an enduring quality. there’s an outer immensity that encourages an inner immensity—an expansion of 

the senses, a heightening of awareness, an elevated state of being.  

is your painting inspired by spirituality? how is that seen in your art?
Being engaged in the process of plein air painting can produce in me a sense of connection with all that is—      

origins, life processes, the ongoing evolutionary adventure, the awakening of new life around me.  

do you paint en plein air? 
plein air painting, for me, is about the firsthand experience of a place. it’s my ritual of positioning myself in the 

land, watching and waiting, being open, and sharpening my awareness. plein air painting allows me to participate 

in my surroundings in an intuitive, spontaneous manner. there’s a slowing down that happens where you start 

noticing the nearly imperceptible movements of the earth, moon and stars, and the subtle shifts of light, color and 

temperature. there is a unique kind of discovery inherent in the process of plein air painting. if you’re not discover-

ing something in each attempt, the work is probably lifeless. my process is trial and error, hit or miss, and doesn’t 

always work. it’s challenging, but if it works there’s energy embedded in that painting that i just can’t duplicate in 

the studio.

what’s your best advice to students on painting landscapes?
A prairie painter has to be comfortable with spareness and pay closer attention. Because of less-obvious subject 

matter, i think the prairie landscape forces an artist to look more deeply, carefully, and be more creative—to do 

more with less!
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